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1993: looking for an advisor in MN

 Larry was quite new

   My good friend and fellow student Alejandro Ayala had   
   just joined him

   Electroweak phase transitionsElectroweak phase transitions



  



  

EW phase transition

A “simple” problem: how do fermions scatter from 
the phase transition bubble walls?



  

A. Ayala, J. Jalilian-Marian, L. McLerran, A. Vischer
Phys.Rev.D49:5559-5570,1994



  

Larry and high energy QCD in MNLarry and high energy QCD in MN

What is a nucleus/hadron at high energy like?

What is the nature of multi-particle 
production in QCD ?

Is this important for high energy heavy ion 
collisions and Quark-Gluon Plasma?

Is there some universal physics involved?Is there some universal physics involved?



  

Saturation
There are many gluons in the wave function of a 

nucleus/hadron at high energy (small x
Bj

)

Gribov-Levin-Ryskin
Mueller-Qiu



  

Saturation in MN

Larry & Raju: 
this is a weak coupling problem

Semi-classical methods: effective action



  

A nucleus at high energy



  

The effective action



  

The classical solution

random color electric and magnetic fields
in plane of fast moving nucleus

McLerran and Venugopalan: 1993-1994



  

Two BIG problems!

1) gluon distribution is infrared divergent

what happened to non-linear, high gluon density effects!!??

1) gluon distribution is infrared divergent

2) large quantum corrections?

 for all kt



  

1) gluon distribution at small x
Eqs. of motion

commutator is important

compute



  

1) gluon distribution at small x



  

2) large quantum corrections

large logs (of 1/x) in pQCD (BFKL):
how do they affect the gluon distribution function?
how do we incorporate them in a high density environment?

some difficulties: 
gluon propagator in the background field
light cone gauge singularities

one loop correction to gluon distribution function

A. Ayala, J. Jalilian-Marian, L. McLerran, R. Venugopalan, PRD53 (1996) 458



  

Renormalization Group Equations

JIMWLK equation



  



  



  

A hadron/nucleus at high energy is a 
Color Glass Condensate

Below Qs: strong color fields
Above Qs: Anomalous dimension: LT shadowing



  

Probing CGC at RHIC

Back with Larry in BNL

Heavy ion collisions: hot nuclear matter - QGP

toward initial conditions
strong fields - glasma tubes at early times
instabilities - thermalization?

Proton-nucleus collisions: cold nuclear matter 

cleaner probe of CGC – no medium effects
forward rapidity – smallest x in target nucleus
under better theoretical control
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true predictions for y = 4, y = 0



  



  



  

Nuclear Shadowing: F2
NMC

JJM, in progress
gluons?Same degrees of freedom: NF



  



  

QCD at high energy: CGC

Provides a first principle, self consistent approach to 
high energy QCD processes

New developments/significant progress in CGC theory

Evidence for CGC at RHIC



  

many thanks
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